Earth Has Two Moons
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Breaking All Chains
Setting The Captives Free
Earth Has Two Moons
By Peter James from: www.peterjamesx.com

In view of today's news, I have decided to repost some of this Rhema,
which we have had since 2004.
I can also add that on my website there is also a document, which shows, that
a powerful and very destructive hurricane was being manipulated, as it was made
to do sharp right turns.
This picture is from a document written in 2010/11. 'No Flesh Saved Alive'
http://www.peterjamesx.com/docs%202011/No%20Flesh%20Saved%20Alive%20Updated%202011.htm

"Hurricane Thomas from 2010 Note the abrupt changes in direction.
This sort of activity is not normal. I have tracked many hurricanes, but I have
only seen this, with this particular hurricane."
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The dot entitled 'Fountain', there is no such island in the West Indies.
This is a lesson for everyone who uses Google as their bible.
Some might think that I research the Internet for material which others have written
to write my documents, I DO NOT.
Most of My material you will not find anywhere else.

There is an estate in St. Kitts called Fountain.
It might mean that there is a tracking device in Fountain, which has an elevated
location, cool enough to grow strawberries. Replace the word Fountain and now you
know where I am from.
St. Kitts in the Leeward Islands in the West Indies.

This is the Rhema from 2010
Worship Me, and live or worship everything but Me, and see how Satan leaches
the life out of you until you become like the pallid, lifeless, blue skies,
which Satan and his cohorts are giving you now. Satan, your god, is interfering
in the weather to such an extent that weather forecasters are superfluous now.
Find out from Satan's human henchmen, in a control room somewhere,
what their daily whim prompts them to offer you, misled, deceived expendable,
counters on a board (to them), as 'approximate' weather for the time of year
anywhere in the world.

Look up at the skies, people of the earth.
Where are the stars, the proper sun and moon?
(This is clearly telling us that the sky which we often do not see because most
people are looking down and not up, is being manipulated.)
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Do you live your lives as downtrodden ants, totally unaware of what goes
on in the sky above?
Hear the planes constantly going to and fro to produce chemtrails in the sky
above? Feel the electromagnetic pulses which are aimed at people as the
planes fly overhead.
You are not imagining things - you are being bombarded by electromagnetic
pulses which destabilize the body.
DO NOT go to your governments for answers,
they are colluding with Satan to ensnare you.
What is their price? Wealth, Power, and Prestige.
They will use their people as their own personal slaves through the mind control
that they allow, and they will herd you into concentration camps that they have
built to torture and kill you for their enjoyment, because most now have obeyed
Satan so often that he has full possession of them.
They are no longer human beings apart from the fact
that they are still flesh and blood.

This IS the REALITY of YOUR ILLUSORY WORLD, peoples of the earth.
Think about this, and cry out to Me. If you humble yourselves to Me,
I will hear you.
If you repent of your sins
I , your Creator God, will hear you.
I desire your good, not evil,
but I DO NOT and WILL NOT offer you wealth and prosperity.
I offer you life, but a life of joyful, free service to Me.
Serve Me, the Creator God, and live."

This article which is related to the above Rhema,
is almost a complete lie,
but there are false moons and suns.
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The article states:
Earth has had TWO MOONS for past three years… and no one
noticed
27 Feb, 2020 11:02

© Flickr/ Leo Haywood

https://www.rt.com/news/481795-earth-temporary-minimoon-years/

The boffins at the Catalina Sky Survey have stumbled upon an
amazing and slightly goofy discovery, apparently Earth has had a
second moon for the past three years and nobody noticed.
This ‘mini-moon’ is actually an asteroid, measuring between 1.9
and 3.5 metres (6.2 and 11.5 feet) in diameter, that was
temporarily captured by our planet’s gravity. Named 2020 CD3,
we picked up our second moon some time in 2017 but, given how
vast the sky is and how dark the moon is, it never caught
anyone’s attention, until now.
BIG NEWS (thread 1/3). Earth has a new temporarily captured object/Possible mini-moon called 2020 CD3. On
the night of Feb. 15, my Catalina Sky Survey teammate Teddy Pruyne and I found a 20th magnitude object. Here
are the discovery images. pic.twitter.com/zLkXyGAkZl

— Kacper Wierzchos (@WierzchosKacper) February 26, 2020
Estimates of near-earth asteroids and meteors can reach into the
millions but we’ve only officially discovered around 22,200. Most
don’t give off much light, until they smash into our atmosphere,
while others get trapped for a brief time before being fired back
into space.
According to a 2012 supercomputer simulation, these mini-moons
are extremely rare; of the 10 million virtual asteroids in the sim,
only 18,000 got captured in Earth’s orbit.
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Funnily enough an asteroid called 2006 RH120 was considered a
mini-moon as it orbited the Earth for roughly 12 months between
2006 and 2007. There may have been another contender which
made a fiery exit from this life in the skies above Australia
recently.
ALSO ON RT.COM Australian desert FIREBALL may actually have been
‘MINIMOON,’ say scientists

These mini-moons provide a good opportunity to study an asteroid
without having to trek out into space and use up a ton of resources to
reach them. Unfortunately, according to orbital simulations, 2020 CD3 will
depart some time in April 2020.
Here's an animated GIF of our new mini-moon 2020 CD3, discovered by @WierzchosKacper. Rotating frame
keeps the Earth/Sun line stationary. Orbital elements courtesy of IUA
MPEC. https://t.co/dok3jn3G9hhttps://t.co/x1DXWLq2vmpic.twitter.com/O3eRaOIYjB

— Tony Dunn (@tony873004) February 26, 2020
For those who doubt, you can check these links if you wish. - p.j.
NASA Patents Artificial Sun in the 1950's to be ... - IIPTA
https://www.iipta.com/nasa-patents-artificial-sun-1950s-used-nibiru/
Patents from 1950's to 1960's, NASA and other contributors are deep into advanced technologies
well beyond what they show us, there is much more going on than we can imagine, some of
these patents are decades old, anti gravity tech has been around since the late 1800's, delve
deep into the patents on artificial sun,

World's largest 'artificial sun' shines brightly for the ...
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2017/03/24/worlds-largest-artificial-sun-shines-brightlyfirst-time/
Mar 24, 2017Scientists in Germany now have 'sunlight' at the touch of a button having successfully
turned on the world's biggest solar simulator for the first time.. The artificial light, which has been ...

US3325238A - Solar simulator - Google Patents
https://patents.google.com/patent/US3325238A/en
US3325238A US285496A US28549663A US3325238A US 3325238 A US3325238 A US
3325238A US 285496 A US285496 A US 285496A US 28549663 A US28549663 A US
28549663A US 3325238 A US3325238 A US 3325238A Authority US United States Prior art
keywords rays system zone collimating outer Prior art date 1963-06-04 Legal status (The legal
status is an assumption and is not a legal conclusion.

This New Man-Made Sun Is 10,000 ... - Smithsonian Magazine
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/new-man-made-sun-10000-times-more-intensesunlight-earth-180962667/
Smart News Keeping you current This New Man-Made Sun Is 10,000 Times More Intense Than
Sunlight on Earth It's a bright idea that just might help humans create solar fuel
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China Is Launching a Man-Made Moon into the Sky to Make ...
https://www.esquire.com/lifestyle/a23937900/china-man-made-moon-launching-2020/
China is launching an artificial moon into the sky. Made from a satellite coated in reflective
material, the moon will glow in the night sky, illuminating city streets to cut down on electricity ...

The moon in front of the clouds

No Photoshop or equivalent used.

Camera Panasonic Lumix Dmc-F27

No Aids of any type, No Filters, No Tripod

They also lie to us about almost everything.
There is no such thing as outer space.
The earth is not a globe.
The earth is not spinning at 1,000 m.p.h. at the equator, that would be around 700
mph from Northampton where I live.
Have you or anyone you know ever felt this incredible speed?
Get in your car, even better a sports car with a pull down roof,
and drive at 70 mph without a roof. You will never forget the experience.
Now increase that to 500 mph, enough said.
Do you think that Aircraft and missiles take into account the spinning earth?
If the earth was spinning at 700 mph turning from East to West, your
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jet passenger plane, would never arrive in the U.S. from the U.K.
Your aircraft will always be 2 hours further away each hour.
Aeroplanes cannot land on moving runways.
They tell us that the moon's gravity keeps everything including the oceans, stuck to
the earth like a magnet, and its gravity is so strong it affects the tides.
If this is true, then as the earth is larger than the moon, it should have a much
stronger gravitational pull. Little insects, flies and wasps should not be able to fly.
They should not even exist, as they cannot fly.
Get a ball and stick a fluffy towel on it, and tie a thin rope to it and wet the ball
with a bucket of water, then hold the rope and spin it around your head as fast as
you can. The ball should be soaking wet.
What is certain is that you will be soaking wet.
I am simply trying to show you how very gullible we can be, when we listen to the
so called professionals.
The tell us that the moon takes 28 days to go around the earth, but we can see the
moon rise one day and the next day we see rise again from almost the same place
24 hours later.

When using a sextant to determine distance, it does not include the absurd figure
of 93,000,000 miles or thereabout. In the case of the moon the absurd figure
of 250,000 miles is not used.
My point is that there is absolutely nothing that they do not lie about.
We are in a crisis and we all need to wake up, as the hour is late.
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Isaac Newton was first and foremost an Astrologer,
every US president since W W 2 has had astrologers,
and in the UK Tony and Cherie Blair did nothing without consulting several of
these soothsayers, Winston Churchill was so out of his depth with matters of
state that John Colvile his main secretary said things worked better when he
got drunk and left things to us, Churchill had a whole team of occultists.
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